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An explicit formula for the solution of the discrete version of the Fisher-Wright selection 
model is given. Mathematically, the equations of this model form a system of non-linear 
difference equations of first order. 
One of the standard models in mathematical population genetics is the selection 
model by Fisher and Wright. A review of results about this model can be found e.g. 
in [l] and in [3]. Most of these results are of qualitative type and only for special 
cases the quantitative behaviour of the model is known (cf. e.g. [2] and [4]). In 
particular, unless in the case of some special fitness matrices, an explicit formula 
for the solution of the model equations has not yet been found (cf. e.g. [4]). The 
aim of this note is to give an explicit non-recursive formula for the general case. 
The Fisher-Wright selection model of mathematical population genetics reads as 
follows: 
g(x) = (XFx)/(xTFx). 
Here x=(x1, . . . . x,)~ denotes the vector of gene frequencies within some genera- 
tion (T indicates the transposition of matrices), 
fll ~**A, 
F= i i 
( 1 fml***fmm 
is some symmetric matrix over [O,m) (the so-called fitness matrix), 
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and g(x) denotes the vector of gene frequencies within the next generation. 
Let D be the set of all m-dimensional column vectors x over [O,CD) the components 
of which add up to one and for which, additionally, xTFx> 0. It is well-known that 
g maps D into D. The problem is to find an explicit formula for g”(x) (nr 0), the 
vector of gene frequencies within the n-th generation. 
For any positive integer n, let ll?” denote the set of all n-dimensional column vec- 
tors over R. Moreover, for any x = (9 E lR2 and for any n L 0. let xl”] denote the 
(2” + 1)-dimensional vector (y2”, Y~“-‘~;, . .. , yz2”- I, z’~)~. ’ 
Theorem 1. Assume m = 2. Then for ail n 2 0 and for all x E D 
g”(x) = 
B(o)...B(“-‘)x[“l 
A,B’O,. . .B(“- l)X[nl 
where A2 denotes the 1 x 2matrix (1 1) and where for all 
(2’ + 1) x (2’+ ’ + l)-matrix (b”)) = Sf S o ,..., W=O ,..., 2’+l over R with 
(1) 
i20, B(‘) is the 
Proof. Let ir 0. Since each component of XFx (XE fR2) is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree two in the components of x and since for any vector y E lR2, 
each component of yl’] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2’ in the com- 
ponents of y, each component of (XFx)[‘] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
2 i+l in the components of x. From this we conclude that there exists a uniquely 
determined matrix - say B(‘) - such that for all XE R2 (XFx)[‘] = Bci)xLi+ ‘I holds. 
Now let nz0. We show that A2B(o)B(1)...B(“-1)~[“1>0 for any XED, which im- 
plies that (1) is well-defined. For n = 0 this is true since x=x1’]. If our assertion is 
true for some n 20, then it also holds for n + 1 instead of n since because of 
(ax)[“] = a2”xrn1 (for all a E R and for all XE R2) we obtain for all XE D: 
Next we prove equation (1) by induction on n. (1) holds for n = 0. If (1) is true for 
some n L 0, then we have for all x E D: 
g”+‘w=dY&N= 
B(O)...@“- l)(XFx)[“] 
A2B(o)...B(“-1)(XFx)[“l 
B(O)...B(“)x@+ l] 
= A2B(0)...B(“)X[“+11 . 
In order to prove (2), recall that - by definition of the matrices B(‘) - bj,f’ is just 
the coefficient of x~~“-‘x~ in the expression of y2’-‘zs where y =filxF +fi2x1x2 and 
z =fi2x1x2 + f22xi. Now (2) follows from a straightforward calculation completing 
the proof of the theorem. 
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Now for all n 10 let C, denote the set of all m-tuples c = (ci, . . . , c,) of non- 
negative integers the components of which add up to 2”. Identify C0 with 
(1, .**, m} via the correspondence (ail, . . . ,6i,)+‘ie For any X= (~1, . . ..x.)~E Rm 
and for any n 2 0 let xlnl be the C,,-vector (fl: 1 xi’),, cn. Note that in case m = 2 
this definition coincides with the one given before Theorem 1 if one identifies C, 
with (0, . . . , 2”) via the correspondence (2” - i, i)-i. 
In complete analogy to the proof of the case m =2 one can prove: 
Theorem 2. For all nz0 and for all XE D, 
~(o)...~(“-l)XI”l 
gYx)= /l&O)...@- Uxlnl (1’) 
where A,,, denotes the 1 x m-matrix (1.. . 1) and where for all iz 0, B(‘) is the 
Ci X Ci + I -matrix (b”‘) cd ceC,,deC,+, over R with 
(2’) 
where the sum in (2’) is taken over all m2-tuples (j , ,, . . . , j,,) of non-negative in- 
tegers such that both Cr”:=, j,, = c,, for all u = 1, . . . , m, and Cz=:=, j,, =d,- c,, for 
all v=l,...,m. 
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